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ACCIDENTS' IN FACTORIES

Model International Code in Preparation

The fact that there has Neon a considerable increase in industrial accidents

during the. -war, as stated in the report of the Industrial Health Research Board,
lends special interest to the announcement from Montreal that the International

labour Office has begun to prepare an international model code of safety regulations
for factories.

According to information received in London, the Acting Director of the

International labour Office, Mr. E.J. Phelan, in making the announcement explained
that work or the code had been undertaken for two reasons.

In the first place, he said, the war had stimulated Industrialdevelopment in a

number of countries outside Europe, making it desirable that there should be approved
international safety standards which can be used as basis for new national safety

regulations. Secondly, the I.L.O. considered it desirable that international health

and safety standards be formulated before the rebuilding tint must be undertaken in

devastated Europe and Asia is begun.

Preparation of the code was authorized at the last meeting of the I.L.O.'s

Governing Body late in 1941, and since then the project has been under study by I, L* 0*

experts here. The preliminaiy draft will be prepared by Swen Kjaer, former chief

of the Industrial Accidents Division of the United States Department of Labour,

Then it is completed, this draft will be examined by the I.L.O.’s permanent committee

on accident prevention, which includes a number cf world authorities on safety standards.

As projected by the I.L.O. Mr, Phelan said, the code will not be limited to

safety provisions for work in factories, but will deal with certain aspects of the

construction cf factory buildings, Such as the installation and equipment cf factories,
and their lighting, heating and ventilation.

The Governing Body believes, Mr, Phelan said, that this factory code will

constitute a valuable contribution from the 1.L,0* to post-war reconstruction.

"I am confident that the code will be another milestone on the path to the attainment

cf that high level of international safety standards which the I*l*o. has sought
since its formation, ,f
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